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Age and size characterization of Lunar craters plays
tern is scaled to 32×32 pixels. Both training and testing
a significant role in Lunar science as well as in mission
set consists of Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) Narplaning. The first step in achieving this goal is building
row Angle Camera (NAC) imagery captured at 1m/pixel
of a large scale, high accuracy crater detection system.
ground resolution. The trained neural network is apCurrent methods in crater detection include both manual
plied to every rectangular image patch in the test imand automatic methods. While manual crater detection
age. In order to reduce the memory consumption, deis impractical given the large amount of data made availtection is ran on image blocks of 600 × 400 pixels The
able by Lunar orbital missions, the accuracy of the autest patterns used by our system range from 2 × 2 pixtomatic methods is often limited by the crater size, and
els to 120 × 120 pixels. Detection results for patterns
by varying illumination conditions. The proposed fully
smaller than 8 × 8 pixels remain unreliable for the curautomatic method has been tested successfully in Lunar
rent system. For a test patch of a given scale to become a
Pole LRO-NAC imagery for craters down to 8m in diamcrater candidate its crater detection score must be higher
eter and captured in various illumination conditions.
than the detection score for the other classes (shadow and
flat region) and must be above a fixed threshold. The
threshold value varies based on the patch size to be inIntroduction
vestigated. We found experimentally that the threshold
for smaller patches must be lower than the threshold for
Automatic crater detection methods [1], [2], [3], [4], use
larger patches. At each scale the crater candidates are
as input either images or digital elevation models (DEM).
clustered and overlapping candidates are removed. For
The methods that use DEMs benefit from illumination
each cluster of overlapping patterns, the pattern with the
condition invariance but are limited to craters that are
higher score is kept, and the remaining patterns are dislarger in size. This is due to the fact that current DEM
missed. The clustering procedure is then applied across
products have lower resolution than the imagery. The
scales to remove overlapping patterns at different scales.
method proposed in this paper uses both image and DEM
Often a region of interest is covered by multiple LROinformation to detect craters fully automatically in variNAC images. Craters are detected for each of the LROous illumination conditions and at size that approaches
NAC images separately, and when combining the results,
the image ground resolution. The classification method,
the craters in the overlapping regions across multiple imthat uses neural networks, can also be used to detect
ages determine multiple detection for each crater. The locraters when only images are available. However, in this
cation of these craters may not be perfectly aligned. The
case the model needs to be retrained for the specific illuclustering method as described above is applied to clusmination conditions.
ter and remove these multiple detections for each crater.
When the DEM is available together with the imagery,
Proposed Method
the crater detection results are validated and aligned with
the corresponding DEM region. During the alignment,
The proposed method trains a neural network using deep
our method constraints that the center of the crater corlearning from manually labeled data (Figure 1). The laresponds to the lowest local elevation point in DEM .
beled data consists of three classes: craters, flat regions
Figure 2 illustrates the crater detection result before and
with no craters and shadows. During training each patafter alignment with the DEM. The method described
above uses models trained from data captured under the
same sun and camera orientation as the test image. The
crater appearances changes dramatically with the illumination conditions and a training set captured in different
conditions than the test set leads to low accuracy detection results.

Figure 1: Overall crater detection system.

Alternatively, the training set can be derived by generating synthetic crater images from an existing high res-
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compares the results of crater detection using the image
and the synthetic training set. Figure 5 illustrates the re-

Figure 4: Crater detection results trained using image
(left) and synthetic crater image (right) sets.
sult on the crater detection method on a typical LRONAC image sub region captured at the Lunar South Pole.

Figure 2: Elevation profiles, image and hillshade before
(top) and after (bottom) alignment with the DEM.
olution DEM. The reflectance model R is given by
Rij = (1 − L(α)) cos i + 2L(α)

cos i
.
cos i + cos e

(1)

Figure 5: An example of synthetic craters derived from
the Lunar DEM and the Lunar reflectance model.

(2)
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where
L(α) = 1 + Aα + Bα2 + Cα3 .

and α is the phase angle measured in degrees, A, B, C
a set of given coefficients, e and i are the emission and
incidence angles respectively. For a set of craters labeled
within an existing DEM, a set of synthetic crater images
can be obtained using the Lunar reflectance model above
and the camera pose and sun position at the time the test
image was captured (Figure 3). This method allows to

Figure 3: An example of synthetic craters derived from
the Lunar DEM and the Lunar reflectance model.
re-use the labeled carter data and removes the need for
recreating a training set for any test image captured under
a new sun and camera orientation. The shadow and flat
region sets can be re-used across images since their appearances varies more uniformly across images. Figure 4
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